RESULTS

For
C = V + x · δ/h , a = A + x · α/h .
With the time varying scale parameters,
D(t) = (1 + t δ h + 1 2 t 2 α h ) , h ± (t) = ±h + (V ± δ) t + 1 2 (A ± α) t 2 .
The distribution functions are simple products on space and velocity,
and solve
using the characteristics,
The expected profile for number density (per unit length, area, or volume) n(X, t) ≡< N > / is then:
with similar expressions for momentum P and enthalpy H , e.g.
The enthalpy or total kinetic energy content profile H (X, t) ≡< ρv 2 > /2 is given by:
including both thermal and drift energies and the changes in these energies provided by the external forces.
4. The momentum change due to pressure gradients is built in and self similar, viz.
for each particle on all space and time domains. Three Fluid Particles Collide -the acceleration and velocity fields are everywhere proportional, the similarity variable S(X,t) is everywhere constant.
The fluid properties, needed by the electrodynamics to support the evaluation of a magnetic Reynolds number
or field diffusion scale lengths,
are then easily projected into each node or cell of the field solution grid with virtually no error.
6. The influence that each fluid particle brings to any other region can be tabulated by projecting any observable moment over any remote domain of interest. The projection factors, 
